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Transforming Organizations through The Fusion of Organizational and Employee Wellbeing 

 

Detailed Course Outline 
 Session 1:  Introduction, Background, The “New” Sciences 

o Overview of the course, how the Thriving Workplace Culture Certificate™ 
works/requirements (what to do if you miss a session). 

o Brief share of what everyone is wanting from this certification course. 
o Brief overview/history of how The 7 Points of Transformation and the certificate 

program came to be. 
o Brief review of the Old Paradigm and how it informs the Stuckness. 
o Overview of the “New” Sciences (PNI, Quantum Physics, Chaos Theory). 
o Distinguishing Culture from Climate/Environment. 
o Review of the New Paradigm and how that informs The Fusion of Organizational and 

Employee Wellbeing to create a thriving workplace culture. 
o Suggested reading list 

 

❶ Practical Application:  1) Elevator Pitch Exercise - create a short “elevator pitch” 
business case for why the FUSION of organizational and employee wellbeing are 
critical to the success of both (the goal is so that a leader, customer, employees will 
have a sense of “tell me more” and wanting to discuss why and how things could be 
different and more effective. 2) Culture/Climate Audit - complete an audit for your 
organization to determine what efforts are in place to support culture and what is 
supporting climate – and whether they are aligned or at odds with each other. 
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 Session 2: Understanding and Identifying the Stuckness:  Organizational and 
Employee Wellbeing 

o Overview of how the Old Paradigm influences the Stuckness of organizational 
wellbeing and identifying business practices that are counter-productive to 
employee wellbeing. 

o Overview of how the Old Paradigm influences the Stuckness of employee wellbeing 
and identifying components of traditional wellness programs that are counter-
productive to both organizational and employee wellbeing. 

o Suggested reading list 
 

❷ Practical Application:  Organizational and Employee Wellbeing Stuckness Audit - 
identify key areas of Stuckness within your organization (or client organization) for 
both organizational and employee wellbeing.  

 

 Session 3:  Understanding and Identifying the Stuckness:  Motivation and 
Behavior Change 

o Review the Evolution of Motivation. 
o Review Adaptive vs. Technical challenges. 
o Using the framework of Belief vs. Evidence, review the pitfalls and Stuckness of 

Motivation 2.0 (incent people to change) and Motivation 3.0 (“get” people to be 
intrinsically motivated). 

o Distinguishing participation from engagement. 
o Lessons from neuroscience about change and need for better thinking. 
o Overview of Hartman’s work on importance of I>E>S thinking/valuing. 
o Suggested reading list 

 

❸ Practical Application:  1) Behavior Change Stuckness Audit - identify key areas of 
Stuckness within your organization (or client organization) for motivation and 
behavior change. 2) Evidence-Based Rebuttal - write your evidence-based responses 
to 2 common belief-based questions or statements you commonly hear that 
perpetuate the stuckness of the Old Paradigm with regards to motivation and 
incentives.  
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 Session 4:  Applying Transformation Point #1 – Survey the Land (Data 
Collection and Analysis) 

o Overview of The 7 Points of Transformation as a blueprint to leverage The Fusion of 
organizational and employee wellbeing to build thriving workplace cultures 

o Shifting your relationship with data. 
o Data to review for providing insight for current state of organizational wellbeing. 
o Data to review for providing insight for current state of employee wellbeing. 
o Detailed overview of the Thriving Workplace Culture Survey™ (how it was 

developed, what it measures, considerations for successful implementation). 
o Case study/application – review sample data for “ABC Company” to provide insight 

into how The Fusion of organizational and employee wellbeing impacted company 
performance. 

o Suggested reading list 
 

❹ Practical Application:  Current State of Wellbeing Summary - O’Reilly Brothers 
Home Builders (ORB) is the case study organization we’ll be using throughout the 
remaining weeks of the training. Use the provided template to summarize key 
themes you see between all of the sources of data and what feedback the data is 
providing regarding the current state of organizational and employee wellbeing at 
ORB; then note what recommendations you would provide at this point. 

 Session 5:  Applying Transformation Point #2 – Create the Blueprint (Strategic 
and Annual Planning) 

o The critical role of language. 
o Shifting your relationship with planning. 
o The importance of FAIR Process. 
o The importance of WHY and the Golden Circle. 
o Logistics and questions to ask for long-term, strategic planning. 
o Logistics and questions to ask for annual planning. 
o Determining additional metrics to use to guide ongoing employee wellbeing efforts. 
o Case study/application – review sample Wellbeing Planning summary for ORB. 
o Suggested reading list 

 

❺ Practical Application:  1) Visioning Our Future - create a sample message for your 
President/CEO to provide that would speak to the emotional brains of your 
employees (if applicable, also create your business case for why giving this message 
is critical). 2) Wellbeing Planning Agenda & Work Plan - Create a sample agenda 
and work plan for conducting wellbeing planning sessions at your organization (or 
client organization). 
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 Session 6:  Applying Transformation Point #3 – Pour a Solid Foundation 
(Develop Quality Leaders) 

o Overview of the landscape of leadership development within organizations and why 
it’s critical to organizational and employee wellbeing. 

o Framework for leadership development. 
o Assessments and exercises to use to support each step of the framework and how to 

leverage Steps 1 & 2 as a key part of wellbeing efforts. 
o Case study/application – review leadership development plan for ORB. 
o Suggested reading list 

 

❻ Practical Application:  1) Leadership Development Audit - using the provided 
Framework for Leadership Development Template, review the training courses/ 
workshops provided by your organization and list them in the appropriate step; note 
areas of opportunity where wellbeing could be better embedded into leadership 
development efforts. 2) Adaptive Change Goal - Using the provided template, 
create your own Adaptive Change Goal. 

 

 Session 7:  Applying Transformation Point #4 – Frame the House (Create a 
Supportive Climate) 

o Aligning the climate with an organization’s desired culture.  
o Deliberately Developmental Organizations (DDOs). 
o Supporting culture transformation and culture/climate alignment efforts. 
o Step 1:  Clear Leadership Communication. 
o Step 2: Embed Wellbeing into Culture Change Efforts. 
o Step 3: Develop and Implement a Holistic Communication Strategy. 
o Case study example – review sample communication plan 
o Suggested reading list 

 

❼ Practical Application:  1) Recruiting for a Culture & Wellbeing Team and 
Ambassadors - create a list of possible members (or locations from which to recruit 
people) for a Culture & Wellbeing Team and as Culture & Wellbeing Ambassadors at 
your organization (or client organization). 2) Holistic Communication Plan - Using 
the provided template, create one quarter of communication messages for your 
organization (or client organization). 
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 Session 8:  Applying Transformation Point #5 – Wire the House (Rethink 
Change) 

o Brief overview of Self-Determination Theory, Theory U and Intentional Change 
Theory as a New Paradigm framework for sustainable change. 

o Clarifying the difference between Motivational Interviewing and Intrinsic Coaching®. 
o Shifting from behavior modification to supporting better thinking and navigating 

adaptive change. 
o Examples of creating the conditions to support Autonomy, Mastery and Purpose – 

without incentives. 
 Job crafting 

o Case study/application – “correcting” for incentives. 
o Suggested reading list 

❽ Practical Application:  1) Redesign ORB’s Wellness Incentive Program - using the 
provided wellness incentive program for ORB, redesign the program structure to 
start to “correct” for their use of incentives.  

 

 Session 9:  Applying Transformation Point #6 – Decorate the House (Deploy 
QUALITY, Evidence-Based Programs and Resources) 

o Questions to ask to assess quality of programs and resources. 
o Moving away from HRAs/biometric screenings.   
o Keys to implementing effective healthcare consumerism skill-building workshops. 
o Overview/discussion of programs and resources support all areas of wellbeing. 
o Replacing weight loss programs with more effective evidence-based programs.  
o Reallocating wellbeing resources.  
o Case study/application – review redesign of employee wellbeing efforts for ORB. 
o Suggested reading list 

 

❾ Practical Application:  Wellbeing Budget Redesign - since the most expensive tools 
and tactics of current workplace wellness/wellbeing programs are also often 
ineffective, make the business case for gradually shifting resources to more effective 
tools and tactics (within the broader New Paradigm strategy of wellbeing). Using the 
provided Wellbeing Budget Worksheet, reconfigure the sample budget to support 
your business case to redeploy money currently spent on Belief-Based programs and 
resources to Evidence-Based programs and resources and create a sample wellbeing 
programming plan for ORB for the next 12 months. 
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 Session 10:  Applying Transformation Point #7 – Maintain the House 
(Continuous Quality Improvement) 

o Taking a critical review of published research. 
 Valid vs. invalid study designs 
 Correlation vs. causality 

o Leveraging meaningful metrics 
 ROI? VOI? …. the New Paradigm approach to using data for feedback 

o Creating a Wellbeing Dashboard. 
o Communicating via a State of Wellbeing Report. 
o Case study/application – review sample Wellbeing Dashboard for ORB and how that 

guided tweaks in their culture transformation strategy. 
o Suggested reading list 

 

❿ Practical Application:  My Ongoing Development Plan - using The 7 Points of 
Transformation framework and the provided template, create a plan for what will be 
most useful for you for your ongoing training and development to feel more secure 
applying this framework with your organization (or client organizations).  

 

 Session 11:  Wrap Up, What’s Next 
o The future of business and introduction to self-management / self-managed 

companies 
o Comprehensive review and putting it all together 
o Discussion/questions 
o Overview/discussion of Annual License for ongoing support. 
o Clarification discussion of how to use the Thriving Workplace Culture Survey™. 

 

⓫Practical Application:  Complete the TWCC Survey – complete a short survey to 
provide feedback about your TWCC experience. Once all program requirements are 
met, you will be eligible to receive your certificate of completion, any corresponding 
continuing education credits and access to the Annual Licensing graduate 
community and portal.  

 


